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ABSTRACT

With the increasing popularity of consumer-grade 3D
printing, many people are creating, and even more using,
objects shared on sites such as Thingiverse. However, our
formative study of 962 Thingiverse models shows a lack of
re-use of models, perhaps due to the advanced skills needed
for 3D modeling. An end user program perspective on 3D
modeling is needed. Our framework (PARTs) empowers
amateur modelers to graphically specify design intent
through geometry. PARTs includes a GUI, scripting API and
exemplar library of assertions which test design expectations
and integrators which act on intent to create geometry.
PARTs lets modelers integrate advanced, model specific
functionality into designs, so that they can be re-used and
extended, without programming. In two workshops, we show
that PARTs helps to create 3D printable models, and modify
existing models more easily than with a standard tool.
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ACM Classification Keywords:

H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Input devices and strategies,
Interaction styles
INTRODUCTION

Consumer-grade 3D printing allows the creation of
customized objects by nearly anyone. However, people are
limited by their modeling ability. Most modelers quickly
move beyond novice oriented tools for creating geometric
designs (e.g., TinkerCAD [47]) because expression of
geometric form is only one part of the modeling task.
Bridging the gap between geometry and function is a more
substantial challenge [34], even for experienced users.
Modelers would benefit from the equivalent of an end-userprogramming tool. This is what our Parameterized
Abstractions of Reusable Things (PARTs) framework
provides. It puts advanced methods for capturing 3D
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modeling design intent in the hands of non-expert modelers.
This supports reuse, experimentation, and sharing.
PARTs’ basic abstraction, functional geometry, is analogous
to the programming concept of classes [9,22]. Like classes,
functional geometry encapsulates data and functionality,
making it easier to validate and mutate data and support
modularity. Functional geometry includes assertions that
test whether a model is used correctly, and integrators that
mutate the larger design context. These abstractions increase
model usability and re-usability.
The PARTs framework is an extension of the Autodesk
Fusion360 Computer Aided Design (CAD) tool. CAD tools
provide many helpful capabilities, including validation
methods [48], simple geometry operations [49], parameters,
constraints [50], and data structures for hierarchical
composition [51]. PARTs builds on this past work by uniting
this type of functionality within a single framework, making
this functionality easier to use and providing users with a
single, consistent mental model. It does this through small,
but important, additions to the Fusion360 GUI that provide
three important benefits. First, PARTs gives designers a way
to represent abstract design intent geometrically, so that less
skilled modelers can easily see, react to, iterate on, and
experiment with it. Second, PARTs facilitates description of
the modeling context with assertions of design expectations.
This makes model reuse simpler and more intuitive and is
particularly useful when a design is reused in a new context.
Third, PARTs enables encapsulation of design ideas. This
allows separation of concerns between aspects of a design. It
also makes it easy to combine and extend designs all in one
unified interface. By leveraging these unique features, a
designer can easily encapsulate information about how a
design should be used. This makes direct manipulation of
design intent possible, which, in turn, makes model reuse,
customization and recombination simpler and more intuitive.
When experts can share designs in a re-usable fashion,
amateurs can accomplish more [23] –a successful pattern
among programmers [15] and makers [17,29,35]. A study of
collaboration among professional CAD users shows that
programmers extend their tools to share their skills with less
skilled users [14]. Similarly, PARTs enables sharing of new
capabilities by designers (non-experts who create and share
complex designs) with modelers (amateurs who can use
basic CAD tools).

A) Specification and Instantiation

B) Iterative Modeling with Error Visualization

C) Integration to prepare for Fabrication

Figure 1. Modelers combine geometry and logic to define FGOs as a set of assertions and integrators. For example, to create a cup
holder that attaches to a bike handlebar, the modeler instantiates cup-holder and bike-clamp FGOs from the PARTs library (A),
and iteratively modifies them in Fusion360 while the FGO assertions help to visualize potential errors (B). When the modeler is
ready, he can integrate the cup-holder and bike-clamp to create one design (C). The printed result is from our second workshop.
Scenario: Creating a Cup Holder Mount for a Bicycle

Consider a hypothetical modeler, Kavi, who is creating a
bike-cup holder. Kavi views a dialogue of available
functional geometry objects (FGOs) to find a cup holder and
bike mount (Figure 1A). FGOs capture design intent to make
it visible to the modeler (see the semi-transparent cup in
Figure 1B). Kavi selects the cup holder to add its geometry
to the Fusion360 model space and component hierarchy. He
adjusts the cup size to match his water bottle. Then he adds
the bike clamp and positions them so they overlap
(Figure1B). PARTs checks for violations of design intent
(failed assertions) and highlights them in red during
modeling. For example, when the bike handlebar would
block the cup, it is highlighted in red. Kavi changes the
model until he finds a valid position and then integrates the
cup holder to join them together (Figure 1C).
The cup holder and bike mount are fairly specific FGOs that
are not in the default PARTs library. PARTs can easily
import an FGO embedded in any Fusion360 file, to facilitate
sharing of FGOs. We travel back in time to when a more
experienced designer, Nisha, creates the cup holder FGO that
Kavi downloads. She specifies her design intent by adding
assertions and integrators. First, she models the geometry of
the cup holder. Nisha then uses PARTs to specify that this
should attach to any surrounding geometry by right clicking
on the geometry and associating it with a union integrator.
Next, she creates a cylinder representing the cup. She
attaches the cylinder to an assertion that tests for interference
using PARTs, specifying that it should always leave room
for the cup. This assertion automatically highlights violations
when Kavi positions the FGO.
Suppose a different designer, Lori, created Kavi’s handlebar
mount. Lori models the clamp and adds an assertion that
ensures space for the handle bar. She also adds a fastener to
close the clamp. The PARTs library includes a fastener FGO
with length and diameter parameters; assertions ensuring
there is enough material around the bolt and that the bolt has
a clear path; and an integrator to create a bolt hole. All of this
complexity is now encapsulated in the handlebar FGO.

This scenario highlights how the PARTs framework engages
multiple classes of users in a synergistic way. Similar to the
user types proposed in [30], PARTs supports the transfer of
designs between programmers, who extend the framework,
designers (Nisha, Lori), and modelers (Kavi). PARTs
supports reuse at multiple levels, and enables the creation of
complex, hierarchical objects.
Overview & Contributions

We first present an analysis of design patterns for reuse in
the wild derived from our survey of 962 Thingiverse models.
Next we describe our primary contribution, which supports
such re-use, the PARTs framework. PARTs provides a GUI
for creating new FGOs and showing real-time feedback,
without programming. PARTs includes a runtime
architecture and a small, but extensible, library of powerful
assertions and integrators. PARTs can also be accessed
through the Fusion360 scripting interface for adding even
more advanced capabilities.
Our technical validation demonstrates that PARTs has the
flexbility to address a wide variety of 3D modeling
challenges for non-experts. The PARTs framework supports
many tasks in-situ that are normally handled in special
dialogues where non-experts may not find them or
understand how to use them. While PARTs intentionally
uses simple concepts to accomplish this, many modelspecific design goals can be encapsulated using its assertions
and integrators. We show the value of PARTs in creating
complex objects, making a common CAD fastener tool
easier to use, and reproducing existing research [19].
We studied PARTs’ impact on modelers and designers in
two workshops. Ten participants with an average of five
years of experience with CAD tools were asked to create cup
holders, similar to the scenario above. Participants could
successfully create and reuse objects using PARTs more
effectively than with the standard Fusion360 tool set.
RELATED WORK

Personal-scale fabrication techniques have given rise to new
communities of makers and prototyping methods [4,33].
However previous research suggests that experts and

amateurs struggle to use CAD tools to express their designs.
Amateur modelers have difficulty with issues such as
uncertain measurements [19], spatial reasoning [7],
understanding how parameters affect overlap and fit [21] and
relating 3D models to real world geometry and objects [2,8].
While non-experts avoid some of these difficulties by using
existing models found on sites such as Thingiverse, often
such models need to be modified to be useful.
The extensive component libraries available in tools such as
SolidWorks are limited in applicability to mechanical
settings. Broader libraries such as SketchUp’s 3D
Warehouse do not necessarily support re-use. Studies find
that modelers struggle to make design modifications [17,39].
Even where customization is possible, modelers do not
engage in much reuse or innovation [35]. Although
experienced designers may create and share parameterized
models, designers struggle to anticipate the future use of
those parameters, making correct reuse more difficult [21].
Even for expert modelers there is a gulf of execution [34]
between a modeler’s real world design intent and the
geometry of most 3D models. Manufacturing experts have
developed methods for documenting design intent in a
separate process from 3D modeling [13,20,37]. Because of
these common professional practices, there is a connection
between geometric features and professional modular design
intent [27], but this connection is lost in standard tools [13].
Further, although these connections are based on the
common norms, there remains disagreement on terminology
and best practice [26]. It is likely that expert amateurs have
difficulty uncovering these norms. Indeed, a key challenge in
the domain of non-expert rapid prototyping is to develop
systematic engineering practices which require low cognitive
effort [1].
Kim et al. have proposed a standardized format for CAD
models that relates design intent more closely to geometric
features and preserves this information for reuse [20].
However designs using this format are likely unusable to
modelers, and even designers, without appropriate training.
These practices and issues have influenced the features
available in CAD tools (e.g., composability [24], and support
for assessing manufacturability [43], assembly [25], and
strength [28]). However, non-experts may not be aware of,
or find it easy to use such features because they do not share
the norms and knowledge of professionals.
There is a long history of interactive systems research aimed
at increasing the expressiveness of modeling tools. ThingLab
used objects and decomposition to support specification of
graphical simulations [6]. SketchPad [40] introduced
constraints for expressing design intent and are used for
manufacturing [10], graphics [5,40,41] and user interface
design [16,31,36,46]. Xia et al. added object oriented
structure and modularity to a 2D sketching tool [44]. This
work shows the positive value of objects and modularity in
design, but provides limited extensibility for end users
through the interface, which limits the ability of modelers to

define their own modular features. Many tools already aim
to express specific forms of design intent, such as:
connecting to physical objects [12,38,45], or assembling
modular components [18,23,25]. These tools illustrate the
power of attaching design intent to models, however none
focus on recombination and reuse of such designs.
A SURVEY OF REPEATED PATTERNS IN THE WILD

We begin with a survey of 3D printable designs found on the
Thingiverse 3D model sharing website, which is used by our
target non-expert population. We explore design patterns for
reuse among successful examples of complex 3D models.
Method: We surveyed 10,560 designs on Thingiverse,
gathered in two phases in 2016 and 2017. Each year, we
gathered 40 pages of 12 Things from Thingiverse’s 11
categories (5,280). We collected 20 pages of the most
popular designs at search time, and 20 of the newest designs.
Of these, we kept the 962 designs that met all of the
following requirements for further review:
Success: Fabricated, or marked as ‘made’ by a different
Thingiverse user (8,839, 83.70%).
3D Printable: Intended for 3D printing (9,257, 87.66%).
Non-Trinket: Images and descriptions show interaction with
existing objects. (1,246, 11.81%)
For each design, we collected photographs, descriptions,
popularity metrics, and file types (coded as static or
parameterizable). We used affinity diagramming [3,45] to
group designs. Although modelers express design intent
using many different approaches and software tools, we
found a few very common design patterns for incorporating
existing objects into models. As suggested by Flath et al.
[11], these design patterns are important building blocks for
reuse. Patterns we found, shown in Figure 2, included:
approximating (682), molding (219), holding flexible objects
bent to fit the model (51), connecting multiple similar objects
(225), connecting multiple distinct objects (159), and
hanging (10).
Findings: Reuse of parametric designs is common (74% of
the reuse graph in [35] comes from parametric designs). Our
data show a similar pattern. Of the 962 designs, 536 (56%)
have been reused at least once. Parametric models are more
likely to be reused than non-parametric models. Most reused
designs (89%) were made available through the Thingiverse
Customizer tool, a simple GUI for modifying parameters.
Surrounding Objects: Approximation, Molding and Holding.
The majority of designs (578) use 3D printed materials to
augment a single object. Most of these use two similar
patterns: Approximations of the object’s shape made with
cylinders or boxes, or molds that exactly match the object
geometry. Approximations are loose-fitting holes for simple
objects like pens, usually made with cylinders or boxes (e.g.,
T:73489). Molds more exactly match the geometry of the
object, meaning the design is molded to fit the object like an
iPhone case (T:40703). A similar and rarer design pattern is
to hold objects that are flexible, where the modeler intends

T:73489
Approximate

T:13678

T:40703
Mold

Hold

T:2457666

T:1322545
Connect Similar Objects

Connect Different Objects

Figure 2. Example Thingiverse Designs for each design pattern. Labels show ‘Thing’ number.

to bend the real-world object to fit into the space. This is
usually seen with objects like cables and wires (T:13678).
Connecting and Organizing Objects: Many designs (N=384)
use 3D printed models to connect and organize multiple
objects, such as a pegboard tool organizer (T:1322545). Less
common were designs that connect different types of objects
such as a smartphone and game controller (T:2457666)
Discussion: Similar to findings in [11,35], our analysis
suggests that people are interested in reuse, but only if they
can easily modify a design (as with OpenSCAD or
Customizer). If 3D modeling tools made customization as
easy as parameter modification, we should see examples of
reuse that leveraged those capabilities in our data. Yet,
similar to [35], we find most reuse to be relatively minor
parameter variation and reproductions. We disagree with
Flath et al’s [11] assessment that the models on Thingiverse
are all combinable; rather modelers in our study struggled to
create compositions of multiple distinct triangular mesh 3D
models (the most common type on Thingiverse).
Our data set is limited by our focus on Thingiverse, which is
known to include few parameterized designs [32]. However,
this is a representative sample of the design efforts of a nonexpert population. Another limitation is lack of information
about what happens to the same designs outside Thingiverse.
Because our analysis was done in a bottom up fashion, it does
not call out what is missing in the data. It is possible that
reuse is happening, but is not visible in our data set. We did
not identify what design tools modelers who post STLs use,
what design features modelers used, and how these features
may have connected to design intent. However, if the
original model is not shared, this intent is lost during reuse.
THE PARTS FRAMEWORK

The PARTs framework allows models to include design
intent, making them easier to reuse. Through small changes
to the Fusion360 GUI, PARTs supports creation and use of
functional geometry. In this section we describe the PARTs
architecture, including the modeler’s experience in using
Fusion360 to instantiate and customize functional geometry
and an overview of the PARTs library.
Overview of Functional Geometry

The purpose of functional geometry is to capture design
intent in ways that can be easily visualized so that the
modeler can work to avoid problems as models are combined
to build up more complex designs. From a modeler’s
perspective, functional geometry is similar to other
Fusion360 components. Just as some Fusion360 commands
take a surface or other geometry as input, functional

geometry makes use of geometric parameters. Fusion360
allows the specification of model constraints, but functional
geometry goes further than standard parameters and
constraints to visualize violations of assertions that represent
semantic expectations about models (Figure 1B).
A critical feature of PARTs is that a designer uses FGOs to
express semantic concepts geometrically and without
programming. An example is adding a cup model to a cup
holder. When shared with a modeler, this reveals important
considerations: 1) do not interfere with the cup, 2) size the
hole to match the cup. The ability to use standard
constructive geometry operations to document design intent
is a powerful, unique feature of PARTs that positively
impacted ease of use in our workshops.
From a programmer’s perspective, an FGO is a data structure
that inherits from the PARTs base FGO class hierarchy. It
includes code for generating geometry and for operating on
the geometry based on design intent. Each FGO includes two
special types of components. Assertions check that the FGO
is valid, i.e., not violating some part of the design intent.
Unlike constraints or parameters, assertions do not enforce a
set of rules. Instead, they visually highlight violations. For
example, an assertion might check that the model is not
intersected by other geometry. Integrators mutate the model,
such as cutting a hole for the FGO or generating a connection
between the FGO and the surrounding model. Assertions and
integrators can act on standard model geometry as well as
other FGOs. Assertions and integrators are complementary
in that assertions check and report on design intent
violations, while integrators enact aspects of that intent.
Each FGO is composed of assertions, integrators, and
related child FGOs. The FGO base class also includes a
constructor that can be programmatically overwritten to
generate geometry based on user specified parameters.
The PARTs Architecture and Implementation

The PARTs framework is implemented using Fusion360’s
scripting API. Because PARTs is deeply integrated with
Fusion360, using it involves using standard Fusien360
capabilities for creating and manipulating geometry, such as
the component hierarchy and interference and using PARTs
commands embedded in the GUI.
Instantiation (Figure 1A)

Modelers instantiate a new FGO by opening a dialog
showing the PARTs library from the Fusion360 create menu.
At instantiation the default elements’ geometry is generated
and added to the Fusion360 component hierarchy. A
dialogue is shown if parameters are needed to generate

geometry used by the FGO’s assertions and integrators. The
FGO’s geometry can also be customized using standard
Fusion360 features, and the modeler can add new assertions
and integrators from the PARTs library.
A designer can create a novel FGO without programming.
The designer starts with an FGO containing no assertions or
integrators, and progressively adds them.
Internally, PARTs keeps a look up table that associates the
component and FGO. When the user right clicks on a
component, PARTs uses this table to find the associated
FGO. If an FGO is found the menu displays commands to
copy, delete, add functionality to, and integrate the FGO.

Table 1. Design patterns used to create sample objects.
Survey Example PARTs Model Printed Result
FGO
Bounding Box

T:512797
Scaled Mold

T:31741
Swept-Path

T:1182945

Assertion Checking (Figure 1B)

The PARTs framework automatically tracks changes to
geometry and checks any assertions that intersect the
changed geometry. Failed assertions are highlighted in red
(Figure 1B). PARTs listens for Fusion360 timeline events
which signal model changes, triggering a test for each
Assertions that intersects modified geometry. This reduces
the computation needed after changes in a complex model.
Importantly, PARTs does not impose solutions, interrupt
modelers, prevent errors, or optimize designs to solve
problems. Instead, PARTs provides visual information about
design intent. Stronger design requirements can be captured
using Fusion360 tools such as parameters or constraints.
PARTs’ complementary approach allows non-experts to
understand and manipulate design intent, as we show in our
workshops. By not strictly enforcing assertions, PARTS
allows experimentation with design intent, something
workshop participants praised.
Integration (Figure 1C)

Integrators are defined by the designer of an FGO. Prior to
integration, the integration geometry helps to indicate design
intent. Modelers activate integrators by right clicking in an
FGO and selecting the integrate command. This converts the
integration geometry into a feature of the surrounding model
(e.g., cutting a hole for a bolt).
Although integration mutates the model, Fusion360 has
sophisticated support for undo, which PARTs leverages. A
modeler can delete/edit the integration actions, which are
labeled in the Fusion360 timeline, or re-invoke integration.
The PARTs Library

The PARTs Library contains base classes for assertions,
integrators and functional geometry. After describing the
base classes, we present assertions and integrators derived
from our Thingiverse study. Changing the geometry
connected to these library elements helps generalize it to a
wide variety of new use cases without programming.
Assertions

The purpose of assertions is to test whether a design meets
the original designer’s expectations, even when a new
modeler alters the model in the future. For example, an
assertion might test for space for an object, path for tools
needed in assembly, or the presence of a related part.

Connector

T:1734510

Base Assertions: The assertion base class takes a geometric
parameter as input and runs a Boolean function against that
parameter. PARTs includes two subclasses, which test
interference, and overlap of the geometric parameter against
the surrounding geometry. Interference fails if there is an
intersection, such as when a path for a tool is blocked.
Overlap fails if any part of a geometric parameter is not
intersected. For example, a privacy cover for a camera might
associate an overlap assertion to check that there is no
geometry in front of a camera lens.
Integrators

While assertions test design expectations, integrators use
geometry and other parameters to enact design intent.
Integrators can be combined, so that an FGO might include
one integrator that puts a mold around a phone and another
that attaches the phone holder to the surrounding geometry.
Base Integrators: The base class for integrators takes a
geometric parameter as input and runs a function that
modifies the surrounding model against that parameter. We
provide two subclasses: union and cut. By combining
multiple integrators, FGOs can execute a wide range of
mutations to integrate with the surrounding model.
Implementing Support for Higher Level Design Patterns

Based on common constructs found in our Thingiverse
survey, we identified four higher-level design patterns that
we support with the PARTs library (Table 1). In three cases,
the design pattern is supported by an integrator that cuts a
hole for an existing object and two related assertions that test
that the hole remains empty, and is surrounded by a
minimum amount of material. These inherit from the cut
integrator, interference assertion, and overlap assertion,
respectively. The fourth case, connect, uses a single
integrator, which generates material connecting two faces.
Bounding Box: Many designs in our survey approximate
real-world objects using rectangular holes. To support this,
we developed a box-cut integrator, interfered-box assertion,
and minimum-boundary box assertion. Each generates an

object’s bounding box, with either manually entered
dimensions, or Fusion360’s bounding box functionality, if
the user provides the real-world object geometry. Table 1,
Row 1 shows a thumb drive/ smartphone holder from our
survey, (left), the PARTs model (middle), and the printed
result (right).
Scaled Model: Following the mold design pattern in our
survey we developed a scaled-hole integrator, interferedmodel assertion, and minimum-surrounding material
assertion. The scaled-hole integrator cuts space (a hole) for
a real-world object and the interfered-model assertion
ensures it stays clear. Each takes a model of the real-world
object as a parameter (which a modeler could import or
create). The minimum-surrounding material assertion checks
that material surrounds the hole. This takes the same
geometry as input, but scales it to a thickness defined by the
user, using Fusion360’s scale feature. Row 2 of Table 1,
shows a drawing tool modeled with these elements.
Swept-path: Some designs in our survey define paths to
hold flexible objects. We support this with a path-cut
integrator, interfered-path assertion, and minimumboundary around path assertion that use Fusion360’s swept
path feature to create paths for an object based on a user
defined curve and orthogonal profile. These elements are
more difficult to use because they require the definition of a
curve and profile that match the object. Row 3 of Table 1
shows a cable organizer modeled using these elements.
Connection Integrator: The final design pattern found in
our survey is connecting multiple objects. The Connection
Integrator is parameterized by a starting and ending face, and
grows a structure between them using the an adapted Steiner
Tree algorithm [42]. In our adaptation, the connector grows
from a set of points uniformly distributed across the starting
face towards the target face. Starting with the furthest point
from the target, each Steiner point searches its neighbors and
creates a new point at the intersection of two cones directed
at the target. If the new point is closer than the target, a
connecting structure is generated between the first point and
the new point. The new point is added to the set of Steiner
points. Otherwise, a support is generated that connects the
Steiner point to the target. This is repeated while there are
unconnected points. As with [42], our algorithm does not
account for weight. However, Table 1, row 4 shows that it
holds a hefty mug full of coffee. Future work should examine
how to model physical properties in PARTs.
While the design concepts behind these library elements
could, in model-specific ways, be implemented without

PARTs, it is PARTs that imbues them with both usability and
re-usability through encapsulation. These powerful library
elements can express a wide range of design intentions.
TECHNICAL VALIDATION

We demonstrate the power of PARTs through examples of
complex FGOs created without programming. We then show
how PARTs’ ability to extend to and improve on common
tools by creating a fastener wizard that tests for proper
placement of the bolt. We next demonstrate PARTs’ ability
to support new types of tools by adding support for uncertain
measurements [19]. Each of these new library elements can
be accessed through the PARTs interface.
Composing Functional Geometry to Create an Organizer

In this demonstration, our hypothetical designer, Nisha,
creates a tool organizer, like the 54 models found in our
survey, using functional geometry to define her design intent.
This example starts with a high-level goal: organizing tools
by hanging them from a pegboard. Nisha breaks this problem
into a series of simpler tasks: build a pegboard hook;
incorporate a bolt and nut into the hook; build an organizer;
add hooks to the organizer; arrange tools in the organizer;
add multiple tools to the organizer. The entire design is done
in the Fusion360 GUI and only requires basic modeling
skills, creating boxes and cylinders.
Nisha first defines a pegboard-hook FGO with a union
integrator parameterized by a small box to cover a peg hole.
She also defines one assertion that ensures nothing in the
model interferes with a thin box, representing the pegboard,
behind the integrator. Next, Nisha adds a fastener FGO as a
child of the pegboard-hook. She positions the nut inside the
box while the head of the bolt protrudes. The bolt head will
function like a peg (Figure 3, left). At integration time,
integrators associated with the fastener FGO will cut holes
for the bolt and nut. Having created a hook, Nisha solves the
larger problem of using many hooks to hang an object from
the pegboard. She creates a box to hold tools and attach
hooks to. Using Fusion360 features, she makes multiple
copies of the pegboard hook and spaces them on the back of
the box so the box can hang from the pegboard.
Next, Nisha defines a tool FGO using a Scaled-Hole
integrator and interference assertion parameterized by an
approximation of the tool’s shape. She makes slightly altered
copies of this FGO to represent different tools. Then she
positions the tool FGOs in the organizer box. When they are
instantiated, tool-shaped holes will be created.
This example demonstrates that PARTs supports
decomposition of a problem into subtasks: create a pegboard

Figure 3. Models and printed results of a PARTs tool organizers to hang from a Pegboard (Left) and fit in a Drawer (Right).

hook; use a fastener, etc. As we will show next, one of the
advantages of composing a design from subcomponents is
the ease with which design intent can be changed or reused.
From Pegboard to Tool Drawer Organizer

Suppose that our modeler, Kavi, wishes to reuse the tool
organizer to fit into a drawer rather than hang from a
pegboard (Figure 3C&D). He first creates a hollow box,
representing the drawer, with an interference assertion. This
ensures that the organizer fits completely within the drawer.
He places the organizer inside the box, which triggers an
error highlighting the pegboard hooks that intersect the
drawer. This prompts him to remove the unnecessary hooks.
With these two small changes, Kavi has repurposed the
existing design.
Expressing Design Intent in Complex Assemblies

Thingiverse
Design

Full Model

Printed and
Assembled

Figure 4. Functional geometry contextualizes the modeled
components among existing objects.

The tool organizer demonstrates the benefits of composing
relatively simple geometry to express design intent. Going
further, PARTs is powerful enough to describe complex
objects. To illustrate this, we recreate an example from our
Thingiverse survey, a lamp composed of CDs, bike spokes,
a bulb, and 3D printed components. Although this design
involves many real-world objects, the Thingiverse model
includes just the 3D printed geometry. In contrast, PARTs
describes the whole design, including the use of the nonprinted objects. This makes the final model easier to
understand and reuse (Figure 4).

Extensibility of PARTs through Scripting

The designer, Lori, first creates FGOs for a CD and bike
spoke. She models the CD as a thin disk and finds bike spoke
geometry to import online. She uses the scaled-hole
integrator and a matching interfered model assertion to
reserve space for the spoke. Next Lori creates a new FGO, a
connector, which attaches the CD to the bike spoke. To this
she adds, as children, the spoke FGO and a fastener FGO.
She customizes the fastener FGO by adding a washer to
connect the cylinder to the CD. These FGOs will cut holes in
the connector, creating an assembly of the spoke and CD.

Fastener Wizard FGO: Fastener Wizards are common in
CAD programs. For example, Solidworks has two tools
similar to the fastener implementation in PARTs. The
Solidworks “Hole Wizard” [52] helps modelers create holes
that fit to a library of standard hardware. A separate
Solidworks tool is the “Smart Fasteners” [53] which insert
representations of the needed fasteners into an assembly (a
separate stage from modeling) and validates the
configuration. An advantage of PARTs is its ability to
validate and integrate the fastener in one modeling stage.

Next, Lori creates a hub FGO with an arm for each spoke.
To this hub, she adds an interference assertion to reserve
space for a bulb socket also found online, and adds a sweptpath interference assertion and the corollary integrator to
represent the cable. Lori creates and adds a lightbulb FGO.
The bulb FGO uses an interference assertion and a sphere
around the bulb to ensure that no meltable plastic is too close
to the hot bulb.

The fastener FGO is specific to nuts and bolts. It consists of
child FGOs for the nut and for the bolt. Each child FGO has
an interference assertion that reserves space for the
hardware, a cut integrator that cuts holes with surrounding
clearance for the hardware to slip into, and an additional
overlap assertion that checks for material surrounding the
resulting holes. By sharing a parent FGO, the bolt and nut
FGO are able to share parameters (bolt diameter and length)
and be moved through the design as one component,
maintaining their respective alignment.

This example illustrates how functional geometry not only
improves modularity and specifies components for 3D
printing (the connectors and central hub), but also shows how
the components interoperate with real-world objects (CDs,
bike spokes, nuts, bolts, washers, lightbulb, socket, and
cable). The FGO hierarchy created by the designer, Lori, lays
out the relationships between the various objects, making it
easy to alter the design while maintaining her design intent
and expectations. In addition, this demonstrates PARTs’
flexibility, including an ability to incorporate models found
online, in the library, and to create custom geometry.

Many CAD tools can already be extended with scripted
plugins, indeed PARTs is one such extension. PARTs
supports the encapsulation of new features by programmers
because it provides a simple framework that enables
programmers to create new library elements that express
general concepts, are accessible through a unified interface,
and can be shared widely. The connector integrator
described earlier is an example of this. Here we illustrate the
concept with a fastener FGO, based on standard existing
tools, and an uncertainty buffer FGO based on prior research.

The fastener FGO overrides the standard FGO class to add
the bolt and nut FGOs. The bolt and nut similarly override
the standard FGO class to add interference and overlap
assertions and a cut integrator. The implementation generates
geometry for the bolt and nut parameterized by shared
information about the fastener size.
Like a conventional fastener wizard, the fastener FGO can
integrate itself into the surrounding model by cutting an

appropriately size hole. Unlike traditional tools, the fastener
FGO can be extended to express new design intent, such as
a test that reserves space above the bolt and ensures a tool
could reach it during assembly.
Uncertainty Buffer FGO: Our final example is the
replication of a research result exploring a novel modeling
construct that does not exist in current CAD packages:
support for measurement uncertainty caused by modeler
error [19]. We implement support for a flexible buffer that
can accommodate small errors in diameter measurements of
real-world objects.
The ring buffer FGO approximates a real-world object given
a measure of uncertainty about that object. For example, a
modeler could measure a cup three times and enter the
diameter range they found.
The ring buffer uses two integrators to create this
mechanism. The first integrator generates a ring around the
body model that has a radius of the uncertainty parameter.
The ring remains separate from the model and would be
printed with flexible materials. The second FGO uses a union
integrator to generate a hard ring that surrounds the buffer.
The FGO creates a cup holder that accommodates mugs of
different sizes and shapes.
This shows the power of PARTs to describe a designer’s
intent with respect to objects that do not have fixed or known
dimensions, and thus break the assumptions of standard
parametric modeling tools.
EVALUATION: MODELING WITH DESIGN INTENT

To validate that the PARTs framework would allow nonexpert modelers to create reusable and validatable designs,
we held two workshops with a total of ten participants who
each had previous CAD experience.
Participants

Participants were sampled from non-professional 3D
modeling and rapid prototyping communities. The first
workshop was conducted with six members of a makerspace
(ID’s starting with A). The second workshop was conducted
in a research lab with 4 graduate students (ID’s starting with
B). Demographic and experiential data for participants is
shown in Table 2. Participants averaged 5.1 years of
informal CAD experience with a wide range of tools
including: SolidWorks (A2,A3,A6,B1,B2,B3), Blender
(A3,A4,A5,B2), OpenSCAD (A3,A6,B4), and Fusion360
(A2,B1). No participants had formal training in 3D
modeling, qualifying them as expert-amateurs.
Method

The workshops consisted of four phases: discussion (~20
minutes), training (~20 minutes), think-aloud modeling (~60
minutes), and review (~20 minutes). Audio recording
devices were distributed throughout the room to capture the
discussion and participants’ thoughts during the various
stages. Researchers also took photographs and videos of the
participants during the modeling stage. We asked

ID
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
B1
B2
B3
B4

Gender
Male
Male
Other
Female
Male
Male
Male
Other
Male
Male

Table 2. Participant Demographics
Age Experience
Profession
36
3
Software Engineer
31
10
Graphic Artist
40
20
Startup Owner
30
1/12
Cosplay Designer
33
1
Defense Contractor
28
4
Software Engineer
28
1
Design Student
23
2
CS Student
26
8
CS Student
33
2
CS Student

participants about their expertise with 3D modeling, their
goals, previous struggles, and prototyping/ modeling habits.
Prior to attending the workshop all participants were given
links to Fusion360’s tutorials with notes on which tutorials
would be most valuable for the workshop. Six of ten
participants used these tutorials, and two participants had
pre-existing experience with Fusion360. A3 and B3 were the
remaining participants without any Fusion360 experience
prior to attending the workshops, and they had more CAD
experience than most other participants.
Workshops had three phases – training, modeling and
review. During the training phase, a researcher demonstrated
the interfaces of PARTs and Fusion360 by running through
the simple example of joining two blocks with a bolt and nut.
The PARTs demonstration included: using an FGO from the
library (fastener), checking assertions (from the bolt), and
invoking integration (to cut the bolt hole). The researcher
also gave quick descriptions of the other FGOs available in
the library. The Fusion360 demonstration showed the same
task with only the standard features of Fusion360.
During the modeling phase, participants were given a
modeling goal, example objects, and measurement tools.
While completing their tasks, researchers walked around the
space asking participants to describe their actions.
Participants were allowed to speak to one another and ask
researchers for assistance with the Fusion360 and PARTs UI
or for clarification on the design task. Researchers did not
give advice on how participants could complete the task, but
merely supported using the tools.
During the review phase, participants gathered into a group
to discuss their experience. They were prompted to discuss
how the PARTs framework differed from their previous
experience with CAD tools, what criticisms of the tool they
had, and if it affected their modeling behavior. Participants
in the later workshops were also asked to compare their
experiences using FGOs versus standard geometry.
Modeling Tasks

The first workshop tested the usability of PARTs by
designers. Participants were tasked with creating a cupholder using PARTs. Modelers had access to all assertions
and integrators, but no pre-existing FGOs to reuse in their
design. Successful completion of the task required that the
resulting model fit the provided cup, and that the holder was
stable when the cup was filled.

The second workshop focused on modelers, comparing
PARTs to Fusion360. Participants were asked to reuse
models to create cup-holders that could be mounted on a
bike. They were placed in two conditions, Fusion360 (alone)
or PARTs (Fusion360 with PARTs). Condition ordering was
randomly assigned to ensure that participants were not
primed by the first task to perform better in the second. In the
Fusion360 condition, we provided parameterized models
based on a cup-holder (T:2271973) and bike-mount
(T:1012573) found in our Thingiverse survey. In the PARTs
condition, we provided a parameterized cup-holder and bikemount FGO through the PARTs library. Participants could
also use any Fusion360 capabilities they wished.
The necessary tasks participants had to complete in both
conditions to create a successful model were: correctly
parameterize the cup-holder, bike-mount, and fastener to fit
the corresponding real world objects; position the cup-holder
and bike-mount components; position and cut space for the
fastener. If these tasks were successfully completed,
researchers attempted to print and test the resulting model by
fitting it to the bike and cup filled with water.
Findings

Anecdotes from participants in both studies show a perceived
benefit of the PARTs’ approach. For example, A1 noted that
he often modeled real world objects to help with his
modeling process. His process was manual and informal and
he appreciated the automated support for capturing these
process ideas, saying “it needs to be in your model for the
design or simulation to mean anything”. A5 commented on
the value of sharing such process information with other
users: “here’s your spec, and you send them around.”
The ability to delay integration was also valued, in
comparison to a standard process where “you really have to
know what you intend to build everything right” [A6]. In
A2’s words, “It’s essentially a 3D version of layers. It’s like
a non-destructible field on one side and a visual debugger on
the other” He was excited by the idea that he could use
integrators as place holders for changes he wanted to make
later, just as he uses layers in photo editing to prepare
changes to the final image.
Workshop 1 Outcomes

4 of 6 participants completed the PARTs design task in the
first workshop, and 3 of those models were completely
stable. All participants used similar design patterns to create
their model: each represented their cup as an interference
assertion. They also created cut integrators with a copy of the

same geometry. The three failure cases diverged when
creating a base for the cup holder. Participants A3 and A6
both failed because they spent the majority of their time
creating an accurate representation of the cup, requiring
more time to learn Fusion360. A4 completed the design task
but did not accurately measure the cup, causing a slightly
unstable print. Images of the resulting cup holders are shown
in Table 4, Row 1.
Workshop 2

We broke the second workshop up into 6 sub task related to
setting parameters, positioning, and combining components
and finally resulting in a failed model. Participant failure
rates are shown in Table 3. Under the Fusion360 condition,
no participant created a printable model, and participants
averaged completion of 1.5/6 steps. Under the PARTs
condition, B2 and B3 were able to create printable and
functional models, and participants averaged 5/6 steps.
Within subjects, they improved by an average of 3.5 steps.
All participants in the second workshop voiced frustration or
confusion about Fusion360 because it lacked information
included in PARTS’ assertions: B3 complained about the
Fusion360 cup holder model, “I guess that’s where the cup
goes, I’m not sure how to fit it to this cup”. No similar
questions arose while using PARTs.
Participants also noted the lack of integration geometry and
its associated benefits in Fusion360. B4 asked, “Where do
you get that bolt thing in Fusion?” when they assumed the
fasteners FGO had been taken from Fusion360; they were
frustrated when told that it did not exist and they must find
some other way to create the same result.
Parameterization: The main source of failure for
participants under the Fusion360 condition was adjusting the
parameters of the pre-existing models to fit the new objects.
This was a challenge for two reasons. First, despite being
shown parameter definitions in the tutorials, participants
could not figure out how to change the dimensions of the
models and instead used a scaling feature to adjust the model
size as a whole. Second, participants did not think about
other effects on the parameters besides the objects
dimensions, such as leaving space for the bolt causing each
participant to fail at that task. Neither of these were
challenges for the PARTs condition, where all participants
succeeded in all parameterization tasks. This is likely
because parameters are more salient with FGOs. They are
displayed at instantiation and broken down into relevant
components including clearance and object size.

Table 3. Participant success and failure in modeling tasks broken down by participant and condition (Fusion 360 or PARTS).
Participant Condition Fits Cup Fits Bolt Fits Bike Component placement Fastener Placement Printable and Functional
Fail
Fail
B1
PARTs
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fusion 360
Fail
Fail
Fail
Pass
Fail
Fail
B2
PARTs
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fusion 360
Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
B3
PARTs
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fusion 360
Pass
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Pass
Fail
Fail
B4
PARTs
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fusion 360
Pass
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail

Table 4. Workshop model and print results. Failures are
shown with a red halo and the partially functional model from
W1 has a black frame (A4). Unsuccessful designs by A3 and
A6 are not shown because they could not be printed.
A1
A2
A4
A5
W1:
Successful
Prints
B1
B2
B3
B4
W2:
F360
W2:
PARTS
W2:
Succesful
Prints

Positioning: B3 and B4 were further challenged by attaching
the cup holder and handlebar mount and ran out of time
trying to join the two models together. Compounding errors
and a rush to complete the tasks in time resulted in B3 and
B4 not attempting to place their bolts, and B1 placing the bolt
in an infeasible position. These challenges were not
completely surmounted with PARTs but all participants were
able to position and combine the cup-holder and bike-mount
FGOs. This is likely because they did not feel rushed,
because the parameterization tasks were easier and quicker.
B1 and B4 found it difficult to position the fastener in both
conditions. These participants struggled with Fusion360’s
move command, which is used in both conditions.

when they are carefully parameterized. Standard tools do not
explicitly express design intent, leaving a gap between form
and function.
PARTs is at its essence one of the first 3D modeling tools to
support end-user programming concepts, thus helping to
bridge this gap. PARTs brings design intent to the forefront
of the design process. With functional geometry, designers
can create reusable designs that capture design intent and
support future modelers.
In the future, we hope to build on lessons learned and explore
how PARTs can support different modelers by creating
customized domain specific libraries and implement more
complex systems. By building more complex ways of
expressing and acting on design intent, we hope to increase
the engineering quality of results in parts. At the moment,
PARTs is a powerful first step in enabling non-experts to
make use of their common practices in a reusable fashion.
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